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- Grit Tank
- Screenings & Screenings Handling
- Main Entry
- Electrical & Control Rooms
- Odor Control
- Influent
- Electrical Substation
- Truck Gate
- Grit Handling
- To liquids treatment
- Tour Route
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Design Progression
Grit Handling

- Grit Loading Bay
- Grit Hopper Room
- Grit Washing Room
- Grit Washing Mezzanine
- Grit Washing Balcony
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Grit Handling looking Northwest
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Interior plant road
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Evans Ave. Art Wall
Transition to Grit Tank & Truck Gate

Column Transition Option
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EVANS AVE STREETSCAPE
EXISTING CONDITION

EVANS AVE STREETSCAPE
PROPOSED CONDITION AT ART WALL
Evans Ave. Landscape
Streetscape Plan

- Site Fence (later phase)
- Existing Magnolia Trees
- Proposed Sycamore Tree Pairs
- Extended Sidewalk
- Art Wall
- Cobble Plinth
Landscape Material Palette

**TREES**

- **London Planetree** *Platanus x acerfolia* (Proposed)
- **Star Magnolia** *Magnolia stellata* (Existing + Proposed)

**GROUND PLANE**

- **Cobblestone**
- **Decomposed Granite**
- **Atlas Fescue** *Festuca mairei*
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